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FOR MONTEREY COUNTY 

Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

Meeting Date: 

Board of Directors 

Michael Zeller, Principal Transportation Planner 

October 24, 2018 

Agenda Item 6. 

Subject: 
Transportation Agency Role in Fort Ord Reuse Authority Transition 

Planning 

RECOMMENDED ACTION: 

FORA Transition Planning: 

1. RECEIVE a presentation on the Transportation Agency's role in the Fort Ord Reuse Authority's
transition planning efforts; and

2. PROVIDE direction to staff related to regional transportation project funding in the reuse area.

SUMMARY: 

The Fort Ord Reuse Authority currently sunsets in 2020 and FORA staff is in the process of preparing 
a transition planning document. Currently, the Regional Development Impact Fee program is identified 
as a successor to addressing regional transportation mitigation for new development within the FORA 
area post-2020. Transportation Agency staff is seeking Board policy direction on several items related 
to the funding of regional transportation improvements for inclusion in a transition agreement with 
FORA. 

FIN AN CIAL IMPACT: 

FORA's local first policy prioritizes on site projects in the FORA Capitol Improvement Program over 
off site and regional projects. Transportation Agency staff compared FORA's historical funding 
allocations to projects that would otherwise have been covered by the Regional Development Impact 
Fee program. From a total of $72.9 million of transportation funding allocations made by FORA since 
the inception of its fee program, $1.6 million has been allocated to off site and regional projects, due 
the local first policy. A proportional allocation formula would have resulted in $22 million being 
allocated to off site and regional projects - such as Highway 156, Davis Road, Reservation Road or 
the Highway 1 corridor. 

Also as a result of the local first policy, the majority of FORA's funding obligations for off site and 
regional projects are programmed in the outer years ofFORA's Capitol hnprovement Program The 
Fort Ord Reuse Authority has a balance of $123.1 million for transportation projects in its 
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2018 Capital Improvement Program. Of that amount, $37.3 million is for regional projects, with $31.3 
million programmed in the "Post FORA" category after 2020. In addition, $22.9 million is for "off 
site" projects, with $19.9 million programmed for after 2020. As the attached chart shows, the 
Transportation Agency has most of these projects in its Regional Development Impact Fee program 
and could decide at any time to activate the FORA zone to start collecting the regional fees to help 
fund these regional projects. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) is responsible for the oversight of the economic recovery from 
the closure and reuse of the former Fort Ord military base. FORA's efforts are guided by the Base 
Reuse Plan, first adopted in June 1997, and the 2005 FORA Fee Reallocation Study. These 
documents establish the circulation and roadway network related to FORA, identify the impacts from 
new development, and prompts the annual development of a Capital Improvement Program FORA's 
Capital Improvement Program includes transportation improvements that are "on site" or within the 
former base, "off site" and "regional". The latter two categories include significant overlap with the 
projects in the Regional Development Impact Fee program. Attached is a table comparing the projects 
in FORA and TAM C's programs. The FORA zone is the only part of the county in which the TAMC 
impact fee does not currently apply, and the FORA fee revenues are allocated to projects by its Board 
of Directors, rather than the Transportation Agency Board. 

With the planned sunset of FORA in 2020, the FORA Board established a Transition Task Force to 
plan for how transportation improvements, along with several other issues, will be addressed Post-
FO RA by reviewing the potential options for how the goals of the Base Reuse Plan can be fully 
implemented by other agencies and local jurisdictions after FORA. In addition to the development of 
a Transition Plan, FORA has also discussed the possibility of a short-term legislative extension of 
FORA. The intent of a legislative extension of FORA would be to maintain the Authority to allow it 
sufficient time to complete the CEQA mitigations of the Base Reuse Plan, manage critical habitat, and 
retain the area's property tax increment funding. If a legislative extension is not passed at the State
level, FORA's responsibilities will need to be passed on to other agencies. 

Under either scenario, there is an argument to be made that integration of the FORA zone into the 
countywide Regional Development hnpact Fee program would be advantageous. In fact, the FORA 
Transition Task Force has identified the Transportation Agency as a successor to assume the regional 
and off site components of FORA's Capital Improvement Program, with on site projects becoming the 
responsibility of the underlying local jurisdictions. The Transportation Agency's Regional 
Development Impact Fee is coordinated with the FORA Community Facilities District fee to assure 
that new development pays its fair-share for transportation improvements but is not double-charged for 
mitigations. Essentially, new development located within the former Fort Ord currently is required to 
pay the FORA Community Facilities District fee and not the TAMC Regional Development Impact 
Fee. 

TAMC's 2018 update to its Regional Development Impact Fee (RDIF) program added a FORA zone 
that provides a cost per trip fee calculation consistent with RDIF county-wide methodology used since 
its inception in 2008. TAMC does have the authority to start collecting the Regional Fees in the 
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FORA zone at the discretion of the Transportation Agency Board of Directors. IfFORA were to 
sunset, or even before then, the Transportation Agency decide to take on the obligation for the off site 
and regional projects by simply activating the FORA zone to collect regional fees for those 
transportation improvements. 

The FORA Board will hold a special meeting on October 19th to discuss transition issues and seek 
approval of a transition plan. Transportation Agency staff will attend the FORA special meeting and 

provide an update on FORA transition issues at the October 24th Transportation Agency Board of 
Directors meeting. 

ATTACHMENTS: 

Ci 
FORA Capital hnprovement Program Overlap with TAMC Regional Development hnpact Fee 
Program 
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FORA Community Facilities District Fee 

Overlap with the Regional Development Impact Fee Program 

FORA CIP Transportation Improvements 

Regional Projects 

Highway 1 - Seaside/ Sand City 

Highway 1 - Monterey Road 

Highway 156 

Off Site Projects 

Davis Road North 

Davis Road South 

Reservation Road - to WG 

Reservation Road - to Davis 

Del Monte Blvd 

On Site Projects 

Abrams 

8th Street 

I nterga rrison 

Gigling 

General Jim Moore 

Salinas Avenue 

Eucalyptus 

Northeast - Southwest 

South Boundary 

Transit Capital 

Transit Vehicle Purchase 

lntermodal Centers 

Included in TAMC 

Regional Fee 

RDIF Project 

RDIF Project 

ROI F Project 

RDIF Project 

RDIF Project 

RDIF Project 

RDIF provides $10 million for 

Transit Capital 
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